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Public Entities, Officers, and Employees
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; Moscone
Governmental Conflict of Interests and Disclosure Act
Government Code §§3600, 3601, 3610, 3625, 3626, 3627, 3700,
3701, 3753 (amended).
SB 1340 (Moscone); STATS 1974, Ch 48
Chapter 48 enacts various modifications to the Governmental Con-
flict of Interests Act [CAL. GoV'T CODE §§3600-3760] in -an apparent
attempt to clarify provisions in the conflict of interests and disclosure
sections of the Act, and to declare the legislative intent of the Act.
Section 3600 retitles the act "The Moscone Governmental Conflict of
Interests and Disclosure Act." Section 3625(a), which formerly pro-
hibited an official from having economic interests in "substantial con-
flict with the proper exercise of his official duties and powers," has
been deleted from this section, and placed under section 3601 as a leg-
islative policy statement. Section 3625 now contains a single restric-
tion which prohibits public officials from participating in or attempt-
ing to influence decisions of their agency which relate to a matter in
which they may have an economic interest. Section 3626 authorizes
public agencies to adopt their own conflict of interests guidelines pat-
terned after section 3625. Prior to this revision public agencies could
establish guidelines to ensure that no official had economic interests in
"substantial conflict" with 'his official duties. These guidelines are now
to be limited to defining an "economic interest," and to restricting the
actions of public officials relative to such interests. Section 3627,
which prohibits former public officials from taking compensation from
economically affected constituents, has been amended to exempt two
classes of officials from its provisions: (1) those officials leaving of-
fice or employment prior to January 1, 1974 (the date the act be-
came effective); and (2) former public officials who served, without
compensation other than for expenses, on a purely advisory board,
commission or committee.
Two new terms, "official" and "source of income," are included un-
der the definitions given in section 3610. "Official" is given the same
definition as "public official" (any elected or appointed officer of any
public agency). "Source of income" (as used in the disclosure pro-
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visions of §3700) is defined as the business entity or activity of the
official which earned or produced the income.
Chapter 48 also modifies the disclosure provisions of the former
Governmental Conflict of Interests Act. Section 3700, which requires
that a disclosure statement be filed in April by designated officials, has
been revised to clarify the exact time period to which such a statement
must refer. If no statement has previously been filed, then the dis-
closure must relate to the preceding 12 months, otherwise the dis-
closure must concern the period since the last statement was filed. Sec-
tion 3701 requires a disclosure statement from non-incumbent candi-
dates at the time nomination papers are filed or acceptance of the nom-
ination is declared. This provision has been narrowed to encompass
only those candidates for offices specified in section 3700. Section
3753 has been revised to provide that violation of the provisions of
this act shall be grounds for forfeiture of office pursuant to section
1770.
COMMENT
,On June 20, 1974, the California Supreme Court, in County of Ne-
vada v. MacMillen [11 Cal. 3d 662, 522 P.2d 1345, 114 Cal. Rptr.
345 (1974)], upheld the constitutionality of the 1973 Governmental
Conflict of Interests Act. The Act had been directly challenged by
various county officials as being unconstitutionally vague and over-
broad, and as an invasion of the fundamental right of privacy. The
court turned aside these contentions and found the language of the Act
to be sufficiently certain on its face so as not to Tender it fatally over-
broad or vague. In rendering its decision the court commented on
the amendments to the Act (which take effect January 1, 1975) made
by chapter 48. In particular, the vagueness in 'the disclosure provi-
sions of the Act, in the term "source of income," was cured, as the
court saw it, by the 1974 modification [11 Cal. 3d at 675, 522 P.2d
at 1352, 114 Cal. Rptr. at 352 (1974)]. Perhaps in anticipation of
such challenges, the "substantial conflict" prohibition was removed as
a mandate of law (former §3625) and relocated as a statement of leg-
islative intent. However, the provision was not directly challenged,
and it is unclear what other effects the relocation may have.
See Generally:
1) City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. Young, 2 Cal. 3d 259, 466 P.2d 225, 85 Cal. Rptr.
1 (1970) (1969 Disclosure Act declared unconstitutional).
2) CAL. CONST. art IV, §5 (legislative power to adopt conflict of interest laws
relating to members of the legislature).
3) 57 Ops. ATr'y GEN. 155 (1974) (school board members exempted from dis-
closure provisions of Government Code §3700).
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Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; electrical
energy production
Government Code §54307.2 (new); §§54309, 54310 (amended).
SB 1186 (Behr); STATS 1974, Ch 953
The Revenue Bond Law of 1941 [CAL. GOV'T CODE §54300 et
seq.] authorizes local agencies to issue revenue bonds for -the acquisi-
tion, construction, and operation of certain enumerated cevenue-pro-
ducing enterprises. Sections 54309 and 54310 of the Government
Code have been amended to authorize the issuance of revenue bonds
for the generation, production, and transmission of electrical energy
for lighting, heating, and power for public and private uses. Section
54307.2 has been added to the Government Code to provide that cer-
tain joint powers agencies which are created for the purpose of generat-
ing, producing, or transmitting electricity are now included among
those local agencies authorized to issue bonds under the Law of 1941.
Unlike other bonds permissibly issued by joint powers agencies, those
issued under this bill must have the prior approval of a majority of
the voters in each member agency's boundaries [See Taber & Whit-
taker, Joint Powers Revenue Bonds: A Tool for Intergovernmental
Cooperation in California, 23 HAST. L.J 791, 797-800 (1972) (here-
inafter cited as Taber) (discussion of bonds issued subject to refer-
endum) ].
Prior to this legislation a joint powers agency could not issue bonds
for the construction of electrical generating and transmission facilities
[CAL. GOV'T CODE §6547]. While a joint powers agency could ex-
ercise any of the powers which its members could exercise separately
(§6502), this power was limited in that individual member agencies
were not authorized to issue bonds for building electrical generating
and transmission facilities under the Law of 1941. As a consequence,
when a joint powers agency desired to produce its own electricity, each
member agency was required to -issue general obligation bonds, the
issuance of which was contingent on the approval of two-thirds of the
voters in each agency's boundaries [CAL. CO NST. art. XIII, §40]. If
the approval of two-thirds of the voters was forthcoming, member agen-
cies contributed the general obligation bond proceeds to the joint ven-
ture of the agencies belonging to the joint powers agency [Taber at
804].
The apparent intent of these legislative changes is to facilitate the
obtaining of funds for the development of regional electrical power
facilities by making the issuance of revenue bonds under the Law of
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1941 available to joint powers agencies. However, by requiring the
approval of a majority of the voters in each member agency's bounda-
ries, this legislation has also limited the conventional bond issuing
power of joint powers agencies. The impact of these changes is un-
certain. Whether there will be an increase in the number of regional,
public-owned electrical generating and transmitting facilities will now
depend to a greater degree on the will of a majority of the voters living
within the boundaries of local agencies which belong to joint powers
agencies. As of 1972, 15 municipalities and special districts were
engaged in the production of their own electricity in California [Ta-
ber at 803]. This bill encourages more public agencies to consider
entry into the power generation and distribution field by furnishing
them with a more readily available source of financing, thus enabling
them to compete directly with their traditional suppliers of electricity:
the federal government and private power companies.
See Generally:
1) Beebe, Hodgman & Sutherland, Joint Powers Authority Revenue Bonds, 41 S.
CAL. L. Rav. 19 (1968).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; Public Utilities
Commission meetings
Government Code §11126 (amended); Public Utilities Code §306
(amended).
AB 4-253 (Bagley); STATS 1974, Ch 1539
Prior to amendment section 306 of the Public Utilities Code author-
ized the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to hold executive sessions
to deliberate on decisions or to institute proceedings or litigation.
These meetings were not required to be open and public despite the
recent practice by the PUC of holding open meetings. A factor behind
the law permitting the PUC to hold closed executive sessions seems to
be the similarity of the PUC in this respect to a court. Chapter 1539
amends section 306 to require that certain meetings of the PUC now be
open to the public in accordance with the Bagley Act [CAL. GOv'T
CoDE §11120 et seq.]. Chapter 1539 also amends section 11126 of
the Government Code to clarify the instances under the Bagley Act in
which the PUC may continue to hold executive sessions. Lastly, sec-
tion 11126 now provides that the PUC may hold closed meetings when
instituting enforcement proceedings or litigation and when deliberat-
ing on matters which must be preceded by public hearings.
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COMMENT
A seemingly anomalous result of this bill is that PUC decision-
making deliberations on matters usually considered more controversial
(for example, general rate increases) may still be closed to the public,
whereas matters generally considered less controversial must -now be
opened to the public. This is because the wording of the law is such
that if a subject up for decision has been preceded by public hearings,
the decision can take place in executive (closed) session. However,
the more routine matters (for example, "automatic" cost-of-fuel rate
increases) which do not require a prior public hearing, must now be
decided by the PUC in open, public deliberation.
Under the Bagley Act notice of open meetings held by the PUC must
be sent only to those requesting it [CAL. GOV'T CODE §11125]. Such
notice must contain the business agenda of the meeting and must be sent
one week in advance of the meeting. Aside from the personal notice
requirement in the Bagley Act, no further requirement of public notice
is mandated. With these limitations in subject matter and notice re-
quirements of PUC meetings, the impact of making these meetings
public appears considerably dampened.
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; public utility
advertising and rate increase notice
Public Utilities Code §§796, 10007, 12819, 16477 (new); §454
(amended).
SB 371 (Alquist); STATS 1974, Ch 194
(Effective April 30, 1974)
Opposition: Public Utilities Commission
Chapter 194 adds four parallel provisions to the Public Utilities Code
which restrict public utilities from passing on to the consumer the costs
of certain forms of advertising. Section 796 requires -the Public Utili-
ties Commission to disallow rate increases proposed by any electrical,
gas, or heat corporation (public or private) if such increases reflect
expenses for advertising which encourage increased consumption of
electrical, gas, or heat services. Further restrictions are made as to the
three types of publicly owned utilities: those owned by municipal cor-
porations (§10007), those owned by municipal utility districts
(§12819), and those owned by public utility districts (§16477).
These three sections prohibit those publicly owned utilities furnishing
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light, heat, or power from expending funds for advertising which en-
courages increased consumption of those services.
Certain kinds of advertising, however, have been encouraged under
chapter 194. Section 796 expressly allows the Public Utilities Com-
mission to authorize electric, gas, or heat utility rate increases reflect-
ing expenses for advertising which encourages: (1) the more efficient
use of electricity, gas, or heat; (2) conservation of energy or natural
resources; or (3) the economical purchase, maintenance, or use of gas
or electrical appliances. Sections 10007, 12819, and 16477 contain
similar provisions allowing publicly-owned utilities to advertise light,
heat, or power services when such advertising falls into the same cate-
gories enumerated in section 796.
Prior regulation of public utility rate increases by the Public Utilities
Commission, including those cases involving utility advertising, had in-
volved a case-by-ease analysis as to whether an increase was "justified"
under section 454. Since 1972, the Commission has adopted the pol-
icy embodied in Assembly Resolution 56 (May 30, 1972), that adver-
tising for rate-setting purposes should be disallowed unless the utility
could show that the advertising would result in substantial benefits to
the consumers [Southern Cal. Edison Co., P.U.C. No. 81819 (Sept. 25,
1973)]. Section 796 appears to codify that policy as to advertising
aimed at consumption of public utility services.
If the Commission determines that a publicly-owned utility has vio-
lated the provisions of section 10007, 12819, or 16477 it may, on
behalf of the state, enjoin any further violation (§2102), as well as
disallow any rate increase. Similar activity engaged in by a privately-
owned utility is subject only to disallowance as a basis for any rate in-
crease.
Chapter 194 also amends section 454 of the Public Utilities Code.
Section 454 originally provided that when any electrical, gas, heat, tele-
phone, water, or sewer system corporation proposed a rate increase and
the Public Utilities Commission set a hearing date for such a proposi-
tion, then the corporation was required to notify its customers of the
pending hearing. Such notice was included in the regular bill to the
customer and contained the date, time, and place of the hearing to-
gether with the amount of the proposed increase, the reasons for seek-
ing the increase, and the mailing address of the Public Utilities Com-
mission. Section 454 has been amended by chapter 194 so that notice
to the customer is no longer required when a proposed rate increase
would reflect and pass on to the consumer only increased costs to the
utility.
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Notice of rate increases due to other causes, however, must now be
given at the time the utility files its application for a rate increase,
which is before the Commission sets a hearing date. Consequently
the date, time, and place of Commission hearings can no longer be
required in the notice, but the address of -the Commission must be in-
cluded so that the customer may request that such information be sent
to him when a hearing date is set. The overall effect of -the revisions to
section 454, due to the removal of customer notice in this limited area,
may be that consumer interest protection in the area of PUC rate in-
creases is somewhat impaired.
See Generally:
1) CAL. CONsT. art. XII, §§22, 23 (jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission to
regulate and supervise public utilities).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; utility removal
in public contracts
Government Code §4215 (amended).
AB 3986 (Lewis); STATS 1974, Ch 846
Section 4215 of the Government Code, which establishes the rights
and responsibilities of parties to public contracts pertaining to the re-
moval, relocation or protection of public utilities located on a con-
struction site, has been amended to more clearly delineate those rights
and responsibilities. The amended section provides that when main or
trunkline public utility facilities are located on the site of the construc-
tion project, and are not identified in the plans and specifications upon
which the contractor's bid is based, the contracting public agency is
responsible for the timely removal, relocation, or protection of such
public utilities. Further, even if the utilities are identified in the plans
and specifications, the contract documents are required to contain pro-
visions for compensation of the contractor for costs incurred when
such facilities are not identified with reasonable accuracy. The com-
pensation shall include the costs of locating, removing, or relocating
such facilities, repairing damage not due to the contractor's failure to
exercise due care, and maintaining equipment at the site which is idled
during such work. It should be noted that the? contracting public
agency need only identify on the plans and specifications main or
trunkline facilities, 'and is not required to indicate the existence of ser-
vice laterals or appurtenances to existing public utilities when the pres-
ence of such utilities can be inferred from the presence of other visible
facilities such as building and meter or junction boxes. Lastly, the
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public utility may, in all cases in which it is the owner, elect to do the
relocation work itself or allow the contractor to do such work at a rea-
sonable price.
See Generally:
1) Comment, Cost Allocation In Public Utility Relocation In California, 23 HAsT.
L.J 848 (1972) (examination of relocation cost problems and a call for a general
relocation statute).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; public contracts
Government Code Chapter 10 (commencing with §4525) (new).
AB 325 (Powers); STATS 1974, Ch 1434
Chapter 1434 establishes new procedures for procuring and negoti-
ating public contracts with private architects and engineering firms.
Government Code Section 4526 declares that public policy requires
that these contracts be based upon demonstrated professional compe-
tence and qualifications rather than upon competitive' bidding, which
was the basis of the system that formerly encompassed such contracts
(§14290 et seq.). Agency heads (defined in §4525) who contract
for private architectural and professional engineering services are re-
quired by section 4526 to adopt regulatory procedures to assure that
such goals are achieved, -and to assure that there is maximum partici-
pation by small business firms. Section 4527 makes the following re-
quirements of an agency head seeking architectural and professional
engineering services for a proposed project: (1) state-wide announce-
ment of the project; (2) discussion with at least three architectural or
engineering firms chosen from an evaluation of annual statements from
the firms giving qualification and performance data; and (3) selection
of at least three firms based upon published criteria. Section 4528
sets forth negotiation procedures which require the fixing of a price
which the agency head determines is fair and reasonable to the state.
Section 4529 excludes technical services from the requirements of
chapter 1434 (those services which the agency head determines involve
little professional judgment).
COMMENT
Chapter 1434 simply codifies what has long been case law in Cali-
fornia, that public contracts for personal services involving special skills
are an exception to the competitive bidding requirement [San Fran-
cisco v. Boyd, 17 Cal. 2d 606, 110 P.2d 1036 (1941) (contract for
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engineering services); Miller v. Boyle, 43 Cal. App. 39, 184 P. 421
(1919) (contract for architectural services)]. According to one court,
to require competitive bidding for contracts for professional services
would probably be "the best method that could be conceived for ob-
taining the services of the least competent man . . . ." [Hunter v.
Whiteaker & Washington, 230 S.W. 1096, 1098 (Tex. Civ. App.
1921); accord, Adams v. Ziegler, 22 Cal. App. 2d 135, 70 P.2d 537
(1937) (public contract with actors and musicians)].
See Generally:
1) CAL. GoV'T CODE § 14250 et seq. (State Contract Act.)
2) S. SATO & A. VAN ALSTYNE, STATE AND LOcAL GOVEIMENT LAW 823 (1970)
(professional services as exception to competitive bidding requirement for
public contracts).
3) Annot., 15 A.LR.3d 733 (1970) (public contracts for personal services).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; public contracts-
qualified bidders
Government Code § 14310.5 (new).
SB 2169 (Marks); STATS 1974, Ch 782
Section 14310.5 has been added to the Government Code to pro-
vide that the Department of Public Works shall require prospective
bidders on public contracts to submit, under penalty of perjury, a com-
pleted standard form questionnaire inquiring whether the bidder, or cer-
tain specified officers or employees of the bidder, has ever been dis-
qualified, removed, or otherwise prevented from bidding on or com-
pleting any federal, state, or local government project because of a vio-
lation of law or safety regulation. If any of these questions is an-
swered affirmatively, the form shall require the bidder to explain the
circumstances surrounding such disqualification or removal. Further,
the new section provides that such removal or disqualification may be
the basis for the rejection of any bid submitted. Prior to the addition of
section 14310.5, section 14310 required answers to standard question-
naires, as well as financial statements, to be submitted by the bidder if
the estimated cost of the contract exceeded $50,000. Section 14310.5
goes beyond the scope of section 14310 in that a questionnaire pertain-
ing to the issue of prior removal or disqualification must now be sub-
mitted before bids on any public contract.
See Generally:
1) Comment, Due Process In Public Contracts: Pre-Award Hearings To Determine
The Responsibility Of Bidders, 5 PAC. L.J. 142 (1974) (application of the "lowest
responsible bidder" standard).
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Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; California Child
Abuse Prevention Act
Health and Safety Code §306.6 (new); Welfare and Institutions
Code Chapter 11 (commencing with § 18950) (new).
SB 354 (Dymally); STATS 1974, Ch 309
Chapter 309 enacts legislation setting up a state Office of Child
Abuse Prevention designed to help implement state and local programs
dealing with the prevention and treatment of child abuse. Chapter 11
of the Welfare and Institutions Code (commencing with §18950) es-
tablishes three pilot project child abuse centers which are intended to
develop and offer guidelines to future state and local centers in the pre-
vention, identification, management, and treatment of abused children
and their parents. These three initial pilot centers will be located in
Los Angeles County, Fresno County, and the San Francisco area. The
legislation also outlines proposed functions of the pilot centers with
emphasis on coordination of activities relating to (a) all reported child
abuse cases within the area served, (b) counseling and family-aide
services to families with child-abuse problems, and (c) maintenance of
a 24 hour "hotline" staffed by professional child services counselors
equipped to provide immediate assistance -as needed. Provision is
also made for the establishment of local advisory councils on child
abuse projects to be made up of parents, medical and 'law enforcement
personnel, social workers, and specialists in child services.
Chapter 309 appears to be a promising start toward state recognition
and action in what has come to be recognized as a major social problem.
The present California management of child abuse problems, monitored
through the Department of Justice [See CAL. PEN. CODE §§273a,
11161.5], has not been effective in dealing with such a broad problem
[See Comment, Observations on the Establishment of a Child-Pro-
tective Services System in California, 21 STAN. L. REv. 1129 (1969)];
and the present legislation is a recognition of the need for a planned,
coordinated approach which focuses on 'the social and medical services
needed to -achieve rehabilitation, as well as on the conventional penal
and protective aspects of child abuse. Chapter 309 is also a response
to the Federal Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974
[Pub. L. No. 93-247 (Jan. 31, 1974)]. This act established a Na-
tional Center on Child Abuse and Neglect which is administered
through the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and author-
ized the Secretary of HEW to make federal grants to states enacting
child abuse legislation and projects such as California's.
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See Generally:
1) Bern, The Battered Child, the Family, and the Community Agency, 44 CAL.
S.B.J. 557 (1969).
2) 1 WrrxsN, CALIFORNIA CRIMS, Miscellaneous Acts of Cruelty §582 (1963),
(Supp. 1973).
3) 5 PAC. L.J., RE IEw OF SELECTED 1973 CALIFORNIA LEGISLATION 345 (1974).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; Department of Youth
Authority
Welfare and Institutions Code § 1752.5 (repealed); Article 5.5 (com-
mencing with § 1790) (new).
SB 391 (Biddle) ; STATS 1974, Ch 1401
Opposition: Probation Officer, Orange County
Senate Bill 391, as originally conceived [See S.B. 391, 1973-74 Regu-
lar Session, as amended, Aug. 31, 1973], would have effected major
changes in the California correctional system. The bill contained pro-
visions eliminating the state's controversial probation subsidy program,
establishing new procedures for the handling of youthful offenders, and
consolidating the Department of Corrections, the Board of Corrections,
and the Youth Authority. The chaptered version of this bill, however,
contains none of these ambitious provisions. Instead, it simply sets
forth a state funding program which was a small part of the overall re-
form effort embodied in the original bill.
Article 5.5 has been added to the Welfare and Institutions Code to
establish a statewide program for the reduction and prevention of crime
and delinquency by assisting the development, establishment, and oper-
ation of comprehensive public and private community-based programs.
The Department of Youth Authority, currently charged with juvenile
corrections, is to administer and provide funds for the new program
(§1791). Public or private agencies operating crime and delinquency
prevention programs -according to standards developed by the Director
of the Youth Authority, are eligible for financial support (§1792) and
may also receive technical assistance to improve local programs
(§1795). In addition, funds are to be provided for the operation of
county delinquency commissions already established (§1796). Simi-
lar provisions relating to funding of county delinquency prevention
commissions in section 1752.5 have been repealed. Overall guidance
for these programs is to be provided through an eight-member advisory
commission appointed by the Director of Youth Authority (§1798).
See Generally:
1) Keldgord & Norris, New Directions for Corrections, 36 FED. PROBATION 3 (March
1972) (digest of California Correctional System Study).
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Public Entites, Offcers, and Employees; county
detention facilities
Penal Code §4029 (new).
SB 1909 (Nejedly); STATS 1974, Ch 1416
Support: National Organization for Women
Opposition: California District Attorneys' and Peace Officers' Asso-
ciations
Chapter 1416 establishes provisions which require equal treatment
of the sexes in county detention facilities with Tegard to jail facilities,
services, and rehabilitation programs. Subdivision (a) of section 4029
requires that inmates of either sex in county adult detention facilities
be provided the same or joint use of the same facilities where appropri-
ate. Subdivision (b) provides that any program, service, or privilege
available to inmates of one sex must be made available in like quality
to inmates of the opposite sex. Except in cases involving medical or
health programs, however, a county detention facility need not provide
for like programs, services or privileges if the proportion of prisoners
of one sex is so small that the diversion of funds from other programs
or services would not be justified. Any criterion which is used to select
a particular prisoner for a particular facility or program shall be equally
applied to male and female inmates. Compliance with this section is
required by each county by January 1, 1979.
COMMENT
Since the law mandates segregation of male and female inmates in
county jails [CAL. PEN. CODE §4001], women's cell blocks often be-
come jails within a jail, sometimes resulting in solitary confinement.
Stores, recreational areas, dining rooms, and other facilities, if available,
are often made inaccessible to women prisoners to prevent any con-
tact with the more numerous male inmates. Similarly, women may not
receive the same attention as men in the local jails when it comes to
programs and services due to the smaller numbers of women. The
cost of maintaining facilities and services for women comparable to
those for men has been considered prohibitive in the past [See Singer,
Women and the Correctional Process, 11 AM. CRum. L. REv. 295
(1973)].
Given recent trends in the recognition of prisoners' rights, the pos-
sibilities for successful challenge of unequal treatment of male and fe-
male inmates would seem to be increasing. A prime area of legal
challenge open to a prisoner is the equal protection clause of the four-
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teenth amendment. In addition, if the Equal Rights Amendment
[H.R.J. Res. 208, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. (1972)] is ratified, the current
disparity in both quantity and quality of Tehabilitative programs and fa-
cilities may have to be eliminated [See Comment, Sexual Segregation
in American Prisons, 82 YALE L.J. 1229 (1973)]. In enacting chap-
ter 1416 it appears that the legislature has met the potential legal
challenges to sexual discrimination in the county jails, but the problem
of financing new facilities is still present. Furthermore, since city jails
are excluded from the provisions of this chapter, such local facilities
may still be subject to constitutional challenge by female inmates.
See Generally:
1) 2 WnXiN, CALFo -A CRIMES, Punishment for Crime §§907-908 (1963), (Supp.
1969) (nature of confinement in county jail; treatment of prisoners).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; modification of
health facilities
Health and Safety Code §437.10 (new).
SB 1883 (Song); STATS 1974, Ch 957
Opposition: Bay Area Health Planning Council; State Department
of Health
Part 1.5 (commencing with §437) of the Health and Safety Code
details the procedures which must be followed to obtain the re-
quired approval from the voluntary area or voluntary local area
health planning agency to reconstruct or remodel a hospital or other re-
lated health facility. Such agencies have been established as nonprofit
corporations whose purpose is to guide hospitals in acting in the com-
munity interest (§437.7). A recent Attorney General's Opinion [56
Ops. ATT'Y GEN. 128 (1973)] has concluded that pursuant to part
1.5, a proposal by a licensed hospital to replace all or part of an exist-
ing facility is "new" construction and subject to the review process of
voluntary health planning agencies. Chapter 957 adds section 437.10
to the Health and Safety Code apparently to reverse the effect of this
opinion. Section 437.10 provides that approval of the voluntary health
planning agency is no longer required for the remodeling or replace-
ment, in whole or in part, of any existing hospital or related health fa-
cility, provided that the remodeling or replacement does not involve an
increase in bed capacity or a conversion of the existing facility to a dif-
ferent category of licensee. Furthermore, the facility must remain on
the same or an adjacent site. The voluntary local or area health plan-
ning agency may still review the proposal for such construction and
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may make recommendations, but such recommendations are not bind-
ing.
One of the purposes of health planning agencies is to ensure that new
facilities meet local health care needs by reviewing compliance with the
building controls under part 1.5 before approval of any construction
will be given. An exception to -the requirement of such approval has
been enacted by chapter 957 since remodeling or reconstruction argu-
ably affects only existing health facilities, which presumably have al-
ready been subject to review by a planning agency. The policy factors
reflected in part 1.5 which limit new construction still apply, however,
in cases in which bed capacity is to be increased, where the functions
of the facility are to be changed, or when a facility proposes to change
categories of licensure. Furthermore, since a replacement project on a
different site is arguably not a "replacement" but is a new facility, such
proposals are still subject to review under chapter 957.
See Generally:
1) CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§430.4, 1250 (definitions of health facility, hos-
pital).
2) 17 CAL. ADMIN. CODE §40500 et seq. (health facilities planning).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; foreign
death records
Health and Safety Code § 10570 (amended).
SB 1405 (Alquist); STATs 1974, Ch 168
When a U.S. citizen dies in a foreign country, a death certificate is
filed with the Department of State and is kept there in a public and
permanent file. Prior to the enactment of chapter 168, if the deceased
was a California resident usually no record was made locally of that
death, or if it was, access to it was minimal. Chapter 168 allows (but
does not mandate) the filing of foreign death certificates in -the regu-
lar death index of the county recorder's office in -the county of the de-
ceased's last permanent residence. Presumably it is up -to the inter-
ested party rather than the county recorder to obtain and initiate the
filing of such information. Although relatively few such filings may re-
sult, chapter 168 may still make the death records of a California resi-
dent more easily accessible 'to the public in cases of a foreign death.
The practical effect of chapter 168 is that access is now potentially
provided through the county recorder's office and the Bureau of Vital
Statistics rather than through the Department of State, or through a spe-
cial file of certain counties. In addition, the decedent's family is now
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provided with an easier method for documentation of the foreign death.
This increased access will greatly aid in probate proceedings, in the
prosecution of insurance claims, and in any proceeding in which verifi-
cation and documentation of a foreign death is required.
See Generally:
1) CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODz §10200 (documentation procedure for deaths
within the state).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; hospital staff
liability coverage
Health and Safety Code §1319 (new); §§32121, 32128 (amended).
AB 4472 (Waxman); STATs 1974, Ch 889
AB 4465 (Waxman); STATS 1974, Ch 1175
Local hospitals having uninsured personnel on their professional staffs
are sometimes subject to extensive financial burdens resulting from
malpractice claims against these staff members, which ultimately are
satisfied by judgments against the hospital. In Rosner v. Peninsula
Hospital District [224 Cal. App. 2d 115, 36 Cal. Rptr. 332 (1964)]
the court prohibited any district hospital from restricting its medical
staff to those who can respond in damages for malpractice. Rosner
suggested, however, that such restrictions would be permissible given
direct statutory authorization. Without such a statute, district hospitals
have for many years been unable -to prevent persons without malprac-
tice insurance from joining their professional staffs. Chapter 1175 ap-
pears to remedy this situation by authorizing district hospitals to limit
medical staff membership to those who can prove their ability to re-
spond in damages. Specifically, section 32128 allows a private health
facility to require professional liability insurance as a precondition to
membership on the medical staff (which is limited in §32129 to com-
petent physicians and surgeons). Section 1319 makes like provisions
for private hospitals. Since the Rosner opinion was directed only to
state hospitals, private hospitals have never been subject to its limita-
tions; hence this latter portion of the enactment seems to effect no real
change.
In addition, chapter 1175 -amends section 32121 to authorize a hos-
pital district to operate "health facilities" rather than "hospitals" within
the territorial limits of the district. Since the term health facilities en-
compasses a greater variety of functions than hospitals [See CAL.
HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § §430.4, 1250], hospital districts are now able
to provide a broader range of services to the community.
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See Generally:
1) Ludleem, Physician-Hospital Relations: The Role of Staff Privilege3, 35 LAW &
CoNTMEP. N~oB. 879, 892 (1970) (requirement of minimum malpractice insurance
coverage).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; Natural Disaster
Assistance Act
Government Code Article 6 (commencing with §54150) (repealed);
Chapter 7.5 (commencing with §8680) (new); Streets and High-
ways Code §§186.9, 186.95, 186.96 (repealed).
SB 1614 (Way); STATS 1974, Ch 290
(Effective May 31, 1974)
Support: County Supervisors' Association; League of California Cit-
ies; California Municipal Utilities Association; Departments of Fi-
nance and Water Resources
Transfers the administration of the Natural Disaster Assistance
Act from the Departments of Finance, Water Resources, Public
Works, and General Services, to the Office of Emergency Services;
creates a Natural Disaster Assistance Fund; transfers monies from
the Street and Highway Disaster Fund, and all other natural disaster
assistance funds, to the Natural Disaster Assistance Fund.
Chapter 290 repeals the Natural Disaster Assistance Act [CAL.
GOV'T CODE §§54150-54164] and establishes a new program of state
assistance in repairing local public facilities and roads damaged by na-
tural disasters. Under the prior act the administration of these pro-
grains was fragmented among the Departments of Water Resources,
General Services, and Public Works, but was loosely coordinated by the
Department of Finance. The new Act places the entire administration
of its programs with the Director of the Office of Emergency Services
(§8682). The Director of that office is charged with calling in the
appropriate departments to aid the local agency (§8682.1), allocating
monies to the departments responsible for preliminary investigations and
reports on proposed disaster relief (§8683), 'and certifying claims of
local agencies for payment (§8682.8).
Chapter 290 also establishes new criteria for allocation of monies
from the state to the local agency. The local agency must declare a
local emergency within ten days of the natural disaster, and such dec-
laration must meet with the approvfil of the Director of the Office of
Emergency Services (§8685.2), The local agency must then apply to
the Office of Emergency Services for state aid within sixty days of the
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declaration of the emergency (§8685.4). Advance funds for repairs
of up to seventy-five percent of the allocation may be given to the local
agency under procedures prescribed by the Office of Emergency Ser-
vices (§8685.8). Where a local agency qualifies for federal assistance,
the contribution from the state may be reduced by the amount which
might have been received had the agency applied for federal funding or
had it attempted to comply with the federal requirements for such fund-
ig (§8686.3). If replacement of a damaged public facility is found
to be more feasible than restoration, the maximum contribution by the
state is the cost of restoration (§8686.4). A damaged street or high-
way, upon the recommendation of the Department of Transportation,
may be restored to present-day standards (§8686.6). For a local
agency whose financial resources are exhausted due to disaster expen-
ditures, the new law authorizes the Office of Emergency Services to
allocate funds to pay all the costs for repair of the public facility, street,
orhighway (§8687.2).
See Generally:
1) County of Mendocino v. State, 22 Cal. App. 3d 90, 98 Cal. Rptr. 904 (1971)
(Natural Disaster Assistance Act contains its own claims statute provision).
2) CAL. Gov'T CODE §§8585-8589.5 (powers and jurisdiction of the Office of Emer-
gency Services).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; pregnancy
leaves of absence
Government Code §19334 (repealed); §19334 (new).
AB 3905 (Fong); STATS 1974, Ch 1530
Former section 19334 of the Government Code provided that an
appointing power (a person or group having the authority to make
state civil service appointments) could grant to any permanent or pro-
bationary state civil service employee under its jurisdiction who be-
came pregnant, a leave of absence of up to one year. The decision to
grant such a leave of absence was purely discretionary, and if the leave
was refused the employee was forced to take absence without leave, re-
sulting in automatic resignation (§19503). Chapter 1530 adds a new
section 19334 which extends the power to grant 'leaves of absence to
the events of miscarriage, childbirth, and recovery from childbirth in
addition to pregnancy. The granting of sixty days leave in these cases
is now mandatory, while any further leave up to a maximum of one
year is still discretionary with the employer.
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COMMENT
The maternity leave policy in the state civil service system has ap-
parently been revised to prevent possible attack under title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act [42 U.S.C. §§2000e-2000e-15 (1970)] and
under the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. Ac-
cording to recent regulations promulgated by the Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission, the agency charged with implementing title
VII, a pregnant employee must be accorded the same treatment as is
given any other employee who is temporarily disabled [29 C.F.R.
§1604.10 (1972), 1 CCH EMPL. PRAc. GUiDE §3950.10 (1972)].
Section 19332 of the Government Code authorizes disability leave for
state civil service employees and provides that such leave is not a break
in service for the purpose of salary adjustments or seniority. The new
mandatory leave policy under chapter 1530 does not go so far as to
make pregnancy a disability per se, but does allow disabilities connected
with pregnancy and childbirth to be treated as any other disability.
This revision of section 19334 brings California state civil service law
in line with federal civil service law which requires federal agencies to
grant pregnancy sick leaves [5 C.F.R. §630.401 (1970)].
See Generally:
1) Schattman v. Texas Employment Comm'n, 330 F. Supp. 328 (W.D. Tex. 1971)(policy requiring pregnant employee to terminate employment two months beforedelivery violates title VII).
2) Sail'er Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, 5 Cal. 3d 1, 485 P.2d 529, 95 Cal. Rptr. 329 (1971)(employment classifications based on sex should be treated as suspect).
3) Comment, Love's Labors Lost: New Conceptions of Maternity Leaves, 7 HAv.
Crv. RIGHTs-Crv. Lm. L. R.v. 260 (1972).
4) Comment, Dismissals for Pregnancy in Government Employment, 25 ME. L. Rpv.
61 (1973).
Public Entities, Officers, and Employees; counties-
creation, consolidation, boundary change
Government Code Chapter 3 (commencing with §23300) (repealed);
Article 4.5 (commencing with §23230), Chapter 3 (commencing
with §23300), Chapter 3.5 (commencing with §23500) (new).
AB 4272 (Knox); STATS 1974, Ch 1393
AB 4271 (Knox); STATS 1974, Ch 1392
AB 4270 (Knox); STATs 1974, Ch 1391
The state constitution provides authority for the legislature to pre-
scribe uniform procedures for the consolidation, creation, and boundary
changes of counties [CAL. CONST. art. XI, §1]. Pursuant to this au-
thorization the legislature has -already enacted procedures for the crea-
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tion of new counties from the territory of existing counties [CAL.
GOV'T CODE §23300 et seq.] and for the alteration of boundary lines
between two counties (§23200 et seq.). Chapters 1392 and 1393
have been enacted to modify the existing procedures for county forma-
tion and boundary changes, in -an attempt to make it easier for counties
to effect these changes. Chapter 1391 was enacted to establish for
the first time a procedure for county consolidation. The unifying fea-
ture of these procedures is the requirement that an independent com-
mission, appointed by the Governor, must make specified determina-
tions for any proposed county formation, consolidation, or boundary
change.
County Consolidation
The new procedures for the consolidation of two or more counties,
established under chapter 1391, are divided into four stages: initia-
tion, review, election, and transition. County consolidation may be
initiated in two ways: (1) by a petition which is circulated and signed
by twenty-five percent of the registered electors of each affected county,
and which is presented to -the clerk of the principal county (the county
with the greatest assessed value), or (2) by a resolution of the board
of supervisors of each affected county, which is filed with the board
of supervisors of the principal county (§§23510, 23511). The pe-
tition or resolution must then be sent to the Governor, who in turn is
required to create a County Consolidation Review Commission com-
prised of two residents of each affected county and one resident of a
non-affected county (§23530). The task of this commission is to hold
public hearings on the question of consolidation and to receive infor-
mation, hear protests, and ultimately to make the following determina-
tions: (1) the fiscal impact of consolidation; (2) the procedures for
transition of service functions and responsibilities; and (3) the jurisdic-
tional boundaries of the proposed county. A resolution containing these
determinations must be adopted and submitted in writing to the board
of supervisors of each affected county within six months. These deter-
minations are final and binding should the consolidation plan be
adopted (§23538).
After the public hearings and determinations, elections must be called
by the board of supervisors in each affected county to decide the ques-
tion of consolidation, to fill the offices of the proposed consolidated
county, and to decide the location of the county seat of the proposed
consolidated county (§ §23550, 23552, 23553). Assuming a favorable
vote (fifty percent of the votes within each affected county), consoli-
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dation would become effective on the ninety-first day following the
election (§23567). Finally, to allow a smooth transition to consoli-
dated county government the following transition procedures are set
forth: (1) necessary services must be provided by the affected county
until some responsibilities and functions are transferred to the new
county (§23573); (2) special districts existing within affected coun-
ties shall not be divided or reorganized as a result of consolidation
(§23574); and (3) the existing court system is transferred intact to the
consolidated county, except that the superior court of the principal
county shall become the superior court of the consolidated county
(§§23577, 23578, 23579).
County Formation
Prior to the enactment of chapter 1392, county formation procedures
involved two basic stages-initiation (by petition) and an election.
As a preliminary consideration, a new county could not be formed
which contained a population of less than 10,000 or which would re-
duce the population of an existing county to less than 20,000 (former
§§23301, 23302). The initiation procedure specifically required the
filing of a petition with the clerk of the county from which the largest
territory was proposed to be taken (former §23320). The petition
had to be signed by sixty-five percent of the registered voters residing
within the proposed new county, and fifty percent of the registered
voters residing within the existing counties from which territory was
proposed to be taken (former §§23321, 23322). Once these require-
ments were met, an election on the question of the formation of the
new county was to be held in each affected county (former §23380).
Upon an affirmative vote of sixty-five percent of the votes cast in the
proposed new county, and fifty percent of the votes cast in each affected
county, the new county was legally established (former §23398).
Under chapter 1392 the following modifications to county forma-
tion procedures have been made: (1) the petition required to initiate
county formation must be filed with the clerk of the affected county
which has the greatest proportion of assessed value (rather than the
largest area), and the signature requirement has been changed to
twenty-five percent of the total votes cast for governor in the proposed
county in the last gubernatorial election (§§23321, 23325); and (2)
in the subsequent election, fifty percent of the votes cast must still favor
formation of a new county, but the former requirement of a different
percentage in the area of the proposed new county has been eliminated
(§23369).
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A new review process which must follow a successful petition for
county formation has been added by chapter 1392. Once a sufficient
petition is filed, the Governor is required to establish 'a County Forma-
tion Review Commission comprised of two members of each affected
county and of one member of a non-affected county (§23331). Its
tasks relative to county formation are basically the same -as those of the
County Consolidation Review Commission (see supra), and the same
six month time frame applies to holding the required hearings and mak-
ing the required determinations (which are binding if county formation
is approved by the electorate) (§§23332, 23336, 23337,23341,
23342). During hearings held by the Commission, provision is made
for property owners and electors in the proposed county to petition for
the exclusion of property or territory contiguous to the boundary of
the proposed new county (§§23337.5, 23338). Finally, chapter 1392
establishes transition procedures for county formation relating to trans-
fer of service functions, special districts, and courts, which are similar
to the procedures established for county consolidation (§§23383,
23390, 23394 et seq.).
County Boundary Changes
Procedures for changes in county boundaries, prior to the enactment
of chapter 1393, required a petitioning process and a hearing and de-
termination by the county board of supervisors of each affected county.
Initial limitations on boundary changes were as follows: (1) A boundary
could not be moved more than five miles; and (2) the boundary change
was not permitted if it would reduce the area of the adjacent county by
more than five percent, or the population in the affected county by
more than three percent (former §23201). To initiate a boundary
change, a petition signed by twenty-five electors from each affected
county, accompanied by a statement of consent signed by fifty percent
of the landowners in the territory to be transferred, had to be filed with
the board of supervisors of each affected county (former §§23202,
23203, 23204). Once the boards of supervisors approved the pro-
posed boundary change, after a required public hearing, the new
county boundary became effective (former §§23212, 23215, 23216).
Chapter 1393 modifies the existing limitation on county boundary
changes and procedures to initiate a boundary change, and adds re-
quirements for review by an independent commission, and for an elec-
tion. No boundary change is allowed which would result in a strip of
untransferred territory or which would divide an incorporated city
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(§23258). Boundary change proceedings are still initiated through
petition filed with the clerk of the transferring county (the county from
which territory is proposed to be transferred). Additionally, proceed-
ings may be initiated through a resolution filed with the clerk of the
transferring county (§23233). The petition must now be signed by
twenty-five percent of the electorate participating in the last guberna-
torial election from each county if the territory proposed to be trans-
ferred is inhabited (territory in which twelve or more registered voters
reside) (§23235). If the territory proposed to be transferred is unin-
habited, a petition may also qualify if it is signed by the owners of not
less than one fourth of the land by area and by assessed value (§23236).
Once a sufficient petition is filed, the Governor is now required to ap-
point a County Boundary Review Commission, comprised of two mem-
bers of the territory to be transferred, two members of the accepting
county, and one nonresident of either territory (§§23247, 23248).
The Commission is required to hold public hearings and to make the
same types of determinations as are made by commissions created for
county consolidation or county formation, however provision is made
for termination of proceedings if a majority of the property own-
ers in uninhabited territory proposed to be transferred file written
protests (§§23249, 23252, 23253, 23255). The Commission must
also consider petitions for exclusion of property contiguous to the
proposed boundary line. Ultimately the Commission must adopt a reso-
lution making its determinations and submit it in writing within six
months to each county board of supervisors. The determinations be-
come final and binding should the boundary be altered (§23264). If
the territory to be transferred is uninhabited, then the boundary change
becomes effective when the board of supervisors of each county files
a resolution approving the change with the Secretary of State (§23266).
If -the territory to be transferred is inhabited (territory where not less
than twelve registered voters reside), an election must be held to de-
cide the boundary change proposal (§23267). In this case fifty per-
cent of the voters in the territory to be transferred must favor the
change in order for it to become effective (§23281). Finally, guide-
lines for transfer of necessary service functions, special districts, and
courts are set forth to provide a smooth transition once the boundary
change becomes effective (§ §23287, 23288, 23296).
COMMENT
Provisions for creating new counties were originally enacted in 1907
[CAL. STATS. 1907, c. 227, at 275], at a time when suspicion of state
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government was high. Thus, county reorganization was deliberately
made fairly difficult in order to prevent various forms of gerrymander-
ing and to stabilize the state political situation. In recent years, how-
ever, with the development of large urban concentrations, some county
lines have become illogical, and, arguably, more efficient local govern-
ment may be had by redrawing certain county lines. For example,
there have been recent attempts to reorganize county lines in Santa
Barbara, Riverside, and in the Bay Area, and establishment of a new
Tahoe County has also been given serious consideration. [Interview
with Stephen L. Taber, Consultant to the California Senate Committee
on Local Government, Sacramento, Cal., Aug. 19, 1974]. The new
legislation for the reorganization of counties reflects the concern for es-
tablishing uniform and streamlined processes for the creation and con-
solidation of counties, and for the alteration of county boundary lines
in answer to the growing need for these changes.
See Generally:
1) Elder v. Doss, 187 Cal. 415, 202 P. 144 (1921) (permissible legislative condi-
tions for county formation).
2) CAL. Gov'T CODE §35800 et seq. (municipal consolidation procedures).
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